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Tips for Independent Artists (and anyone else interested) 
 
Hi Folks, 
This list started because I live in a place that has limited work options as an artist but is an affordable 
city in Australia. So, in January I started trying to do some admin on my business as an independent 
artist and sole trader. This also helped me and my children out as well, as I got my personal admin 
sorted.  
 
If this is useful please share far and wide, and if not, delete it. I am not an accountant or a professional 
business coach – this is just a personal list I’m sharing to support my fellow artists and the sector as a 
whole. 
 
Try not to get overwhelmed – there is enough to get stressed about at the moment. Just give yourself a 
few hours every day, or whatever works for you. Possibly get together with other artists and do group 
research and keep each other going. 
 
Take care, much solidarity and apologies for typos! 
Lenine (Brisbane, Australia) XX 
 
 

PREPARATION: This is stage is about gathering all the info  
 
(If you can only get this section sorted that is great!) 
 
INCOME: where is your money or resources coming from? 
 
Contracted work: Write a giant list of anyone that you have outstanding invoices either to submit or 
pending payment.  Email them or ring them and invite them to a time to discuss the payment plan for 
these. Also check all your contracts and make sure that you understand what you’re entitled to in terms 
of superannuation, work cover or cancelled contracts and modified fees. 
 
Other resources pending: Write a giant list of anyone that might owe you money / resources and 
follow up with them about payments schedule / trade schedule.  Sometimes resource sharing is even 
more important. Check out some of the Share Economy resources this seems like it is going to become 
even more important moving forward. 
 
Centrelink: it is worth investing some time in working out what you are eligible for from Centrelink. 
The phone lines can take over an hour and getting into your local branch can also take a long time. If you 
are feeling very worried about your situation, or at risk of becoming homeless you can request a phone 
or face to face meeting with one of their social workers, this assists even further. If you get stuffed 
around or rejected when you know you are eligible send an email to your local federal member of 
parliament, and one of their staff should ring you back. They will interview you on the phone and put 
you in contact with a local Centrelink office, to have someone follow up. Don’t take a rejection from 
Centrelink as the final answer, this is just part of the long long process. 
 
Australian Taxation office (ATO):  It’s worth keeping an eye on their web site and seeing what you 
are eligible for. Knowing about tax payments and tax returns is really important. If your registered for 
GST have you got all this sorted for claiming and paying. 
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EXPENDITURE: where is your money / resources going? 
 
We all know money is essential but other resources are too. I share many resources within my 
communities and documenting all of this is really important. 

• Write a giant list of everything you think you spend money on. 
• Jump online and work out what direct debits you have coming out of all your bank accounts 

(don’t forget all your accounts and platforms like PayPal). 
• Check your phone for what subscriptions and direct debits you have already or planned. 
• Put it all into one folder or not book so you can keep track. 
• Allocate up to 2 hours every day for about 2-4 weeks to get this process under way – or however 

you work best. 
• Make sure if artists or sub-contractors have invoiced you, that you have a payment plan 

conversation with them. An option is to look towards your peak bodies for advice about what 
business support you will be entitled to with government packages. Making sure we look after 
each other is essential. 

• Have you got any trade set up with friends or neighbours, are these casual or forma? Can they 
continue, or do they need to change? 

 
 

Now the negotiation begins: This is the stage about changing things and working out 
what is important and essential and what can be put on hold or cancelled now. 
 
Note this can be hard to get through because it feels pretty annoying and stressful. Please talk to other 
artists about your strategies and work online together even from different homes if needs be. 
 
BANKING investigation: 

• Jump on line and really spend some time looking at your bank accounts. 
• How many accounts do you have? 
• What are the charges, and how often do you get charged? 
• Do you have cards for all of these? Are they current? 
• What is each account for? – e.g.: if it’s a saver type account and you can’t save anything you will 

be charged $5 ish per month – shut it down 
• Check what direct debits you have coming out of which accounts? 
• Do you need one for your business / sole trader income and expenditure? 
• What do your credit cards look like? 
• What is the interest being charged on your credit cards?  
• If you have savings are they getting the highest interest possible? 
• What else can your bank do for you at this time? 

 
BANKING ACTIONS: 
I made an appointment with my bank and sat in their branch for 3 hours to work all this out. I had to get 
child care and I was exhausted but it was worth it. This has saved me money each month. (This might be 
possible to do it over the phone or online as well now) 
 
Ask the bank person to do a full audit or analysis of you banking situation – they have heaps of tips and 
tricks and new types of accounts and options they can get you in a much better place.  If you want to 
change banks explore all options. 

• Which accounts do you want to keep? 
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• Which accounts are wrong for you? 
• Which accounts can you shut down to reduce monthly and annual charges? 
• Which credit cards can you get the interest rate reduced for? 
• With credit cards how much is available on them? Are they maxed out? Can you think of some 

ways to pay this back?  Can you ask the bank to change the type of credit card to reduce the 
interest? 

• Have your businesses expenses all been reimbursed onto your cards? 
o Credit card debt really stresses me out, so I asked the bank for ideas about solving this 

and I asked friends about their strategies.  
 

BILLS: 
Note – There are some major limitations in being able to speak to someone due to overseas tele 
centres, when you ring up they will warn you. It seems that downloading the apps to work out your bills 
is the easiest way to keep on track of monthly spends and also change billing methods, or details of 
specific plans. 
 

• Electricity + Gas 
o How are you billed? Monthly, quarterly? 
o Are there specific saver times you can purchase electricity / gas? 
o Do you have solar? Have you got those discounts sorted? 
o Is this the most ethical? Green? Affordable? Make the decisions that best suit you now – 

you can always change in the future. 
o Do you have a pension card (concession card in Australia) have you registered for an 

electricity discount with your state / territory government? 
 

Language to understands: A kilowatt-hour (kWh) and a kilowatt (kW) may sound like the same thing, 
but they're not quite tomato-tomahto. While both are interrelated units of measurement, the 
important difference between kWh and kW is that a kWh reflects the total amount of electricity used, 
whereas a kW reflects the rate of electricity usage. (WIKI ref) 
 
Options: Check out some of the online assessment/ comparison tools to give you an insight into which is 
the best provider for your postcode. Some of these online comparison sites are available by phone. 
Read your last bill so you can work out how much electricity you use per year roughly / or gas. This is 
important in negotiating a better deal. They will actually change your electricity / gas provider for you 
and you don’t have to do anything more.  

o Check if they have a cooling off period, is it 7 days or 30 days. 
o Check when your last payment will be needed if you changing providers. 

 
• Phone 
Comparisons sites can also help you get a new deal if you want to change companies or your plan is 
finished or your happy to pay the cost to cancel early. Ask around and you will find out what friends 
are doing. 

o Are you on a plan? and for how much longer? 
o What options can you change within your plan? like international calls and texts or data. 
o How much data do you have and is that enough? 
o Are there hidden costs that you have to consent to? Or do they just add them at bill 

time? 
o Do you need any extras, or can you cut some of them for the time being? Like additional 

tv offerings or magazines. 
o Does pre-paid help with managing your income? 
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o Can you bundle other things in like ADSL or Broadband? 
o Do you own your phone or is that part of the plan? When does that finish up? 

 
• Internet 

o Often this can be worked out with your provider, how much do you pay? When is the bill 
due? What else is it linked to e.g: your phone? 

o The NBN is complicating some things for getting all the info. Hot tip is to ask as many 
questions as you need to. 

o What type of internet do you have? Does it give you what you need? Would you need it if 
the data on your phone was higher? Considering that places like public libraries with free 
internet are closing in some cities (like Brisbane) accessing free Wi-Fi might be harder 
moving forward. 

o Is it a good deal? Can you see what else is available? 
o Do your neighbours want to share for a while? 
o Do you have a dongle / USB plug in or a dial up options? Depending if you live in the city 

or regionally or remotely this might all have a big impact 
 
DIRECT DEBITS: 
This didn’t seem like a very important thing when I started, but it turned into a massive area to get my 
head around. Below I mention subscriptions and it’s all linked together. Some have annual direct debits, 
that you might have already paid and others are monthly.  

• What direct debits you have coming out of your bank accounts? 
• What direct debits you might have coming out of credit cards? 
• What direct debits you have coming from other platforms like PayPal, iTunes or your phone? 
• Do you still need these things right now? 
• Why do you need them? 
• Which ones are professional expenses like booking keepers. book keeping systems, receipt 

systems, web site systems, mail chimp, vimeo, dropbox etc.? Are there better cheaper options?  
• Consult with colleagues or do a massive online search and see what other businesses are doing. 
• Which ones are personal like iTunes, Netflix or Uber Eats? What do you need to keep? 
• If you have colleagues or friends with different access needs make a plan as a group and find out 

what costs people are keeping and what they are changing and how we can collaborate in this 
time. 

• Can you slowly change these things, if too much change feels stressful? 
• Also think about other thigs like Spotify, magazines, subscriptions, dating sites, etc? 

 
GROCERIES, FOOD, SUPPLIES: 
When I’m really busy, touring or working long long hours I don’t really have a sense of what food and 
supplies I have in my house.  I have worked out I waste a lot of my money on buying more than I need 
and it either goes off, or gets wasted etc.  

• Where do you buy your groceries from? 
• Is that the easiest place or the cheapest? 
• Have you got a food bank that you can access for pantry items? 
• Are local markets available? 
• Is there a food sharing group or co-op in your community? Is this more affordable for fresh 

produce? 
• Do you garden? Is that possible to support your fresh produce needs? Even herbs or tomatoes 

might be possible. 
• Can you share bigger purchases? Do you have the funds to buy in bulk? 
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• Can you brainstorm meal planning with some friends or the people you live with to stop wasting 
any foods? 

• Do you need specific foods or vitamins or supplements for your health? Where is the cheapest 
place to get these from? Think about supply chain and can you access them in Australia or your 
own country for now? 

• Do you set a food budget every week, or buy as you go? What experiments could you test out to 
see how to maximise your money in regards to supplies and groceries? 

 
 
TRAVEL, CAR, PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 
• If you had flights booked and now work has been cancelled can you check your contracts or 

insurance policies to see what you can claim back? 
• What points do you have with which airline frequent flyer points programs? 
• Is there any of these points you can sue for any essentials, instead of flights? 
• If you have a concession card is this linked to your public transport cards? 
• If you have a bike when does it need to be maintained? What does this cost? Who helps you or do 

you do it yourself? 
• If you have a car consider the following: 

o When do you have to pay the registration? Can you transfer this to monthly payments so it 
is not so drastic?  

o Do you have insurance? When is this due? 
o What can you claim through your sole trader status or business? 
o Can you put your car into something like “care next door” or other car share groups for the 

next little while? 
o What about mainatence and service costs per year? When does that usually happen? Are 

you going to the most affordable and appropriate mechanic? 
o Do you have road side assistance or any other subscriptions for your car? What do they cost 

and when do you have to pay that? What benefits beyond the road side assistance do they 
provide you with? 

 
 
INSURANCES: 
• Get a copy of all of your insurance policies 
• Car, home, equipment, health, business, professional indemnity and public liability, and any other 

sorts you might have. 
• Check you don’t have two policies for the same item (sounds strange but somehow that happened 

to me) 
• Check when they all need to be paid and contact the various insurers and make sure you have the 

best deal? Again, you can sue comparison web sites to improve your coverage and lower the price 
 
SUBSCRIPTIONS, LOANS, PAY LATER: 
• As mentioned above get all your personal and professional subscriptions together and decide which 

ones you need to keep and which ones you can let go of. 
• For instance, with something like Linked in – do you need the upgraded version for work searching, 

or is the basics and free version enough for now? 
• With any pay later or lay by, make sure you know the dates that all payments are required and you 

have enough income to cover these, credit ratings can be very impacted at this time. 
• Loans again work out what is required to be paid when 
• Be very mindful about getting quick cash loans, as the high interest can be impossible to pay back. 
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•  
 
HOUSING: 

• Rent: 
o How far in advance are you paid in rent? 
o How long is your lease? 
o Can you change this expense in anyway – like get a flat mate? Or move in with friends to ride 

this out? Keep an eye out for any rent support from the government, or rent waived for any 
period of time? Also, are you eligible for rent assistance with Centrelink? 

o If you live in share housing or with other people is everyone ok and sorted for their share? 
Surprises can be stressful. 

• Mortgages:  
o Speaking to your bank about options is a good idea, also making sure you have all the info 

required on your property costs. 
 
SUPERANNUATION: 
• Using the My Gov web site – you can create a link with the ATO and it will list your superannuation 

accounts – this is a start if you don’t know what is going on with your super. 
• Make sure you understand what any contractors or employees should be paying for your super 
• Also check out all your accounts and work out what is best to be done with them. If you have lots of 

small amounts in lots of different accounts explore options about rolling them into one or 
maintaining just a few. Get some advice before making any decisions. 

 
MY FAMILY OR THE PEOPLE AROUND ME: (Family to me is everyone that I love and loves me) 
My two children have expenses, so getting a really good sense of what these are is important. Similarly, 
my family members live away from me so visiting them costs money in travel and time away from work. 
These kinds of things usually just roll into life but when the budget is tight I have to be more creative. 
• What programs or costs can you stop right now for the kids, like swimming lessons and what do you 

need to keep going with?  
• What are school or child care costs? Do you get all rebates from the government you can for 

childcare? 
• Do you have family members you care for – do you understand everything related to this? Siblings, 

partners, parents, grandparents etc. 
• Do you live in a non-traditional house or community and your dearly beloved friends are your 

family, do you understand any costs associated to caring for them? This might also be a reciprocal 
relationship so knowing the trade exchanges are essential. 
 

 

ANYTHING ELSE: 
 
Some of this was on my original list about tightening the budget, but I’ve 
modified it a little for current circumstances. 
 
Medical: 
Important: Is your Medicare card about to expire? Do you have a health care card and when does it 
expire? 
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Dentistry, general medical, any serious medical costs, medicines or allied health professionals all adds 
up. When you reflect back over your year and work out what you spend money on it can be much more 
or less than you imaged.  You may have additional pharmacy needs, or need the physiotherapists every 
week after rehearsals, etc. Get a good sense of these costs and how you can budget for them moving 
forward. Check out what community-based practitioners exist, student clinics or ‘pay what you can’ 
services might exist locally.  
 
Equipment: 
I always try and work out what equipment can be purchased and maintained as part of my business, 
computers, printers, but also equipment you need for your practice, instruments, staging, props, 
costumes, set pieces, tents, rigging gear, lighting, sound, the list goes on. 
• What do you own? And where do you store it? Does this cost you money? How regularly? 
• Do you still need all of that? Can you approach a funded organisation for storage? 
• When do things need to be maintained and what does that cost? 
• Can you work out a network of artists to share equipment with? 
• When did you last back up your computer? Phone? Anything else tech based that needs 

maintenance? 
 
Around the house: 
As an artist I work from home a lot and many other random places, so getting my house really sorted 
every year is essential. 
• Where is your work space, studio, rehearsal space, making space?  
• Does it have everything you need? Is it big enough? Do you need to change things? 
• Do you claim what you can in your tax returns every year? Is this still possible anymore? 
• Is it time for a big clean up? And get supplies sorted? 
• What about your house’s general health? Do you know what’s in the back of your cupboards – big 

clean out of food, medicine cupboards so you know what you have and don’t waste money. 
• Do you know what’s under your sink? How many dishwashing liquids and garbage bags do you 

have? 
• Is now the time to set up a compost to make soil to get growing? 
• Do you know how to grow food from scraps? Heaps of good online ideas. 

 
New ideas, projects and pitching: 
Artists have an incredible way of creating even more profoundly under extreme circumstances, 
emotionally or globally… now might be a good time to think about the ways we all give ourselves time 
for new ideas to emerge. Or return to that gem of a project that we have left for too long. Or even pitch 
an idea about audience development in these strange times. 
 
A few agencies locally and internationally have been advertising amounts of about $1000 to live stream 
from your home, or creating quick response funds for new works. Check them out! 
 
Pooling resources and sharing: 
This has been mentioned a lot up above, as artists we know how to make things brilliant on limited 
resources this is how many of us make art. We know how to take things other people don’t want or 
need and how to upcycle, recycle, share cycle… this will be so much more important as we move 
forward with limited income options. Start an artist co-op . Let’s look at what everyone can share or 
start a share page or join a buy nothing group in your community, I’ve made new friends this way too. 
 
Self-care: 
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• How to take care of yourself when things already feel super tight on the budget front. Now looking 
forward things feel even more stressful (well that’s how I feel) so self-care has jumped up to the top 
of my to do list every day. 

• Things like haircuts, grooming, skin care, sunscreen, all come at a cost – what is your plan moving 
forward. 

• Authors are doing readings online for you and your kids everyday. 
• People share music and other online collaborations with each other, what would work for you? 
• What is one thing you enjoy doing? Nature, a cup of delicious tea, baking, sewing, painting, writing, 

dancing, sitting in the sun, meditating, laughing, making movies, thinking about changing the 
world… don’t stop doing any of these things we love! 

 
Exercise: 
What is your usual plan? Can this still happen now? Does it make you feel good and get the endorphins 
going? Or is this something you need to do as part of your practice? Do you do it alone or with others? 
How can this keep happening? If it’s something you want to start, there are lots of great artists doing 
online dance sessions, or singing, or yoga etc., on Instagram and other platforms. Check it out. What 
could you share? 
 
Learning and courses: 
Is there something you have been wanting to teach yourself? Or practice and get better at? Or read 
some theory? Or do an online course? Or skill exchange? What is free and what provides you with a 
qualification? Is now the right time for you? If not keep this as a backup idea for when it might be.  
 
Also, what skills and knowledges do you have that you could teach and share with your existing 
audiences, supporters, friends and community? Can any of this be exchanged for money or resources? 
 
Love: 
Love is in abundance all the time, even if it doesn’t feel that way. How can we share more love with 
each other and how to reach out to those who need some love? How to ask for some love when you 
need it?  Also, human contact (if you like that) is so important when life feels like we are constantly 
cutting back on things we might love or want… 
 
Sending you all massive love right now XX 


